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Transverse Sphere and Texture of Carbon Fibers Prepared through
Cross Shaped Nozzles of Different Lobe Dimensions

Yozo KORAI*l, Hodetoshi OKA*l, Seong-Hwa HONG*l, Isao MOCfllDA*l, and Isamu KATO*2

Methylnaphthalene <bived mesophase pitch was spun through Y- and cross- shaped nozzles of
different lobe dimensions in temperature range of 280 to 295°C by fixing the spinning rate to
evaluate die-swelling phenomena which defonned cross-sectional shape and domain alignment of the
carbon fiber. The higher temperature of spinning enhanced the refonnation through the lower
viscosity. The thinner lobe emphasized the die-swelling through the larger shear rate, which reduces
the viscosity, although the nozzles of the present study had the same cross-sectional area. Shape
factors of the nozzle and fiber rescribe the extents of cause and results of die-swelling, respectively.
Die-swelling is found to change the radial type alignment of the constituent domains to random order.
The degrees of preferred orientation along the fiber axis were slightly influenced by die-swelling. The
pressure in spinning and the nozzle shape were correlated to the reformation extent of the resultant
fiber.

Introduction
Super performances of mesophase pitch based carbon
fibers have been pursued in terms of their tensile strength,
compressive strength, and thermal condIctivityl) ---- 3).
Control of theirmicrotexture and shape is assumed as a
key to achieve such performances. In previous stU<ies,
present authors found the micro-structure depended mainly
on the properties of the mesophase pitch and spinning
condtions4 ),5). Spinning through the nozzle reforms
the micro assembles of the mesogen molecules in the
mesophase pitch to be aligned along the nozzle wall. Once
the alignment is retermined in spinning, the
microstructure seloom changes in the stabilized and
carbonized steps.
The transverse texture of carbon fiber is typically
classified into ra<ial, rancbm, and onion alignment,
repending on the spinning conditions 6). Fibers, which
have linear-radial alignment, form the wedges during the
heat-treatment process, which causes recrease in tensile
and compressive strength7).
Generally, fibers with
ranoom alignments have better compressive strength
because the micro d:>mains shrink e<pally at the heattreatment 8). Such an alignment is fonned through the
relaxation at the outlet of the nozzle and the sutface
tension while the mesophase is reformable. The fonner
relaxation phenomena is called die-swelling to lead to a
expandxl <iameter of the fiber which is pulled oown to be
solidified in a thinner fiber 9). The extent of die-swelling

is believed to be governed by the extent of tension along a
stream line acaImulated in the fiber while the pitch runs
in the spinneret, and i~s release in comparison with the
solidification rate at the outlet of the spinneret. Hence, the
viscosity of mesogen assemble in the mesophase pitch,
sutface tension, spinning comitions such as shape and
dimension of spinneret, temperature and shear stress, and
wind up rate may influence the extent of reformation.
Thus, the transverse shape and micro texture of the
resultant carbon fiber are controlled by the balance of
alignment forced in the nozzle and its relaxation.
In the present study, transverse shape and texture of the
mesophase pitch based carbon fibers were studied by
ren ved from
spinning the mesophase pitch
methylnaphthalene (mNP) through cross-shaped nozzles
of dfferent lobe dimensions at several temperatures to
control them at the spinning. The spinning rate was
constant for both spinnerets by changing the pressure.
The viscosity of the mesophase pitch during spinning is
retennined by the temperature and pressure and the dieswelling being expected to vary its extents.

Experimental
Sample
Table 1 summarizes some properties of mesophase
pitch used in this study. The mesophase pitch was
prepared from methYlnaphthalene with HF/BF 3 as a
catalyst by Mitsubishi Gas Co. The mesophase pitch has
100vol% anisotropy at room temperature.
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Table 1

Some properties of methylnaphthalene mesophase pitch
SP
AC
Solubility(wt%)
Code
eC)
(vol%)
BS
BI-PS
PI
H/C
fu
mNP
205
100
52
19
33
0.69
0.81
SP: softening point, AC: anisotropic content

Spinning
This mesophase pitch was heated at a heating rate of
TC/min to 27SOC unrer nitrogen flow and spun into
fibrous through two cross-shaped spinning capillaries at a
temperature range from 275°C to 290°C, using laboratory
scale mono-filament apparatus. Shape and size of
spinnerets were illustrated in Fig. 1, and refined as +0.0886 and + -0.119, respectively. The repth of the
spinneret was 0.9mm. Both spinnerets had the same'
cross-sectional areas.

0.0886 mm

0.119 mm

0.1772 mm

~

X-ray parameters
dOO2(nm)
LcOO2(nm)
0.3524
, 7.5

fibers were obtained through both nozzles, although the
edges of the lobe were rather round Higher spinning
. temperature refonned the cross-shape into rectangular
shape by redJcing the curvature between lobes. Such
defonnations appear to occur at lower temperature through
the nozzle lobes of smaller <imension. The line-origin
radal alignment was observed in the fibers spun at lower
temperatures. The higher temperatures mo<ified the
alignment into randJm along with the refonnation of the
transverse shape. The thinner lobe tenred to refonn more
extensively the shape of the fiber and to give more random
trend in the transverse alignment.
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Fig. 1. Some properties of methylnaphthalene mesophase
pitch
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The rate of extrusion from the spinning nozzle was
fixed at 60 mg/min by controlling pressure a£ijustlble to
the temperature and capillary <imension. The extrured
mesophasepitch was wound up at a speed of 300 m/min.

Stabilization and Carbonization
The prepared pitch fibers were oxidatively stabilized at
270°C for 3Omin. Heating rate was fixed at 0.5°C/min
and eatbonized at 1000°C for Ih at a heating rate of
10°C/min in argon atmosphere. The eatbonized fibers
were cut by the cernmic scissors in liquid nitrogen to
observe cross sectional area. The transverse textures of the
eatbonized fibers were observed by a scanning electron
microscope (JEOL JSM-5400).
The preferred
orientation was calculated from the orientation angle
measured by a X-ray diffractometer (RIGAKU RAD-B).

Results
Fig. 2 shows the torque pressure needxl to extrure the
pitch by 6Omg/min at each spinning temperature through
the various spinning spinnerets. Higher temperature
lowered the pressure for the extrusion. Figs. 3 and 4
showed the transverse shapes and textures of carbonized
fibers spun through the nozzles of different lobe
dimensions. At lower temperature of 275°C, cross-shaped
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Fig. 2. Torque pressure needed to extrude the pitchthrough
the spinnerets at a rate of 60'mg/min
Fig. 5 illustrates the degrees of preferred orientation of
the as-spun fibers through the nozzles of <ifferent lobe
dimensions. The regree of orientation increased along the
spinning temperature up to 290°C, where the highest
regree was achieved regardless of the lobe dimensions.
Further higher temperature of spinning slightly reduced
the orientation regree. The lobe dimension influenced
slightly the regree of orientations although some
differences were observable at lower spinning
temperatures.
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Fig. 3. Transverse shape and texture of camn fiber spun
through +-shaped nozzles with thick lobe (+-0.199).
spinning temperature: (a) (a) 275°C, (b) 280°C, (c)
285°C, (d) 290°C

I

Fig.4. Transverse shape and texture of carbon fiber spun
through +., shaped nozzles with thin lobe (+-0.0886).
spinning temperature: (a) 275°C, (b)280°C, (c) 285°C,
(d) 290°C
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Fig. 5. Degree of preferred orientation of pitch fibers spun
with +-0.0886 and +-0.119 nozzles
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Fig. 7. The correlation between spinning temperature and
deformation extent

Discussion
The present study revealed that the transverse shape
and texture of the carbon fiber were controllable through
the dimension of the spinneret as well as the spinning
temperature. The reformation extent of the fiber is
rescribed by the shape factors refined by the ratios of
width and length of the lobe (WIL) in the cross-sectional
surface as illustrated in Fig. 6, where the ratio of the fiber
spun at 275°C was refined 1. Fig. 7 illustrates the
correlation between the spinning temperature and the
extent of deformation. The deformation increased with the
spinning temperature. WIL ratio through the thinner
lobe dimension changed their ratio greatly.
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Fig. 8: Tliecorrelaifon between reformation extent and
spinning pressure (spun at 285°C)
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Deformation extent = W/L
Fig. 6. Definition of reformation extent in the resultant
carbon fiber
Fig. 8 showed the correlation between the deformation
extent and spinning pressure. This figure indicates that
the higher spinning pressure make the reformation extent
large. This may be ascribed to the result from the flow
properties of mNP. In the spinning temperature range,
mNP showed non-Newtonian flow where the viscosity
changes very sharply with the shear stress10), 11).
Such changes of the transverse shape and texture are

ascribed to a kind of die-swell (Barns effect) and surface
tension of the molten pitch fiber. The former occurs at the
outlet of the spinneret by the liberation of the shear stress
accumulated in the fiber surface by the forced alignment in
the spinneret. Such effect is more emphasized in the
thinner lobe dimension of larger wall area.
The assembles of planar mesogen molecules in their
oomains in the mesophase pitch pass through the nozzle
to be deformed, aligned, and packed densely along with the
fiber axis. The liberation of such stress allows the
oomains to swell. Then the swelled pitch reforms to
minimize the surface energy of the fiber at the surface by
reducing the curvature of cross-shape to be square. Hence,
the reformation of the fiber causes both the die-swell and
the surface tension.
Thus, the extent of the reformation is found to be
governed basically by the viscosity of the pitch at the
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outlet of the spinneret. The tnmsverse texture of the
fiber shifted radial to rancbm as the spinning temperature
increases. This result indicates that the alignment of the
micro oomain was disof(Ered when the mesophase pitch
swelled at the outlet of the nozzle. Such die-swelling
hardly influences the orientation along the fiber axis up to
spinning temperature of 290°C, which slightly do"eases
above this temperature. Such decrease may reflect that the
mesogen molecules in the mesophase pitch re-align at the
outlet of the nozzle. It is of value to point out that the
preferred orientation is not strongly influenced by the die
swell.
The transverse texture and shape of the carbon fiber are
controllable without redIcing the preferred orientation of
the grnphitized fiber. It is strongly expected that eatbon
fiber of higher compressive strength can be produced
without reducing the tensile strength and modulus.
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